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A B S T R A C T 
1
As I was growing up, making objects felt l ike a superpower. It  was, 
and stil l is enchanting to take an idea and transform it to an existing, 
tangible thing. I grew up in a family that encouraged self-sufficiency 
and creativity. Ar t has always been a great par t of my l i fe and it is 
an anchor that I rely on when I feel that I need to strengthen myself 
emotionally. In the last two years, I have been focused on understanding 
what is the role of making in my life, and why I am attracted to making 
jewelry. My work allows me to process traumatic memories related to 
my life in a conflict zone and the impact that had on my identity. The 
process of my work is a coping mechanism. I work with wax that is 
being cast into metal. The two different materials allow me to unload 
my mental state through different channels and result in a variety of 
outcomes—depending on how I feel when I am making. I am interested 
in the way my mental state affects my approach to the two different 
materials and processes. Once I started looking at other artists’ work 
through the lens of trauma and coping, I began to see the same quality 
in my work. I started seeing how the process that my work goes 
through is significant. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
3
In the process of working on this thesis, I  went through one of the 
greatest personal challenges I have ever had to face. What happened 
is not a part of the story, because it does not matter. What matters is 
that I  hit rock bottom. I needed to reevaluate my l i fe. I  was t ired of 
hearing how strong I am; I was frustrated from hearing one more 
time that I  real ly had gone through too much for my age.  So why 
am I tel l ing you this? Because that was the beginning of this work, 
but it is not what the work is about. This work is about resilience and 
persevering. It is about the role of ar t in peoples’ l ives. I t  is about 
the power of making.                   
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“there is a crack in every thing, 
that’s how the l ight gets in
”
L E O N A R D  C O H E N 
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T H E  L A S T  S T R A W 
7
This was probably the worst day of my life. I cannot say I was surprised, 
yet it still struck me and took the wind out of me. It was supposed to be 
just another Friday. He was supposed to come back for the weekend, 
we were supposed to enjoy a weekend together before he went away 
for another week, or two, or three. Before I knew it, I had to worry again. 
 
I used to have night terrors about this. I would wake up sweating. He 
was injured or killed in my dreams. Dreams are coping methods, they 
prepare us for difficult moments – like a rehearsal. 
I  was ready for work ten minutes early. This never happened. I 
remember looking in the mirror and putting the nice earrings on, and 
perfume. He is coming home today. I sat outside at the top of the stairs 
and waited for the time to pass by. When I arrived at work, I turned on 
the light, put music on, and knew I had just a few more minutes before 
the f irst child would arrive and the si lence of the morning would 
dissolve into laughter, dancing, and play. 
The phone rang and on the other side of the line was the head of his 
kibbutz. “Hi Neta, I am calling you to let you know that Shai got injured. 
We are here at his parents’ house if you want to come.” For five years 
we had been a couple and she was talking as if this did not concern 
me. “The military officials are here and we are getting ready to leave 
for the hospital.” 
My life collapsed. My knees were not holding the weight of my body. 
I remember feeling that my chest was about to explode. I called my 
supervisor, informed her that I was leaving and ran up the hil l  to his 
parents’ home. On the way, I called my father. I couldn’t stop crying. 
I was hysterical. I remember thinking the entire ride to the hospital: he 
is fine. I was counting through my head all the injuries I hope he does 
not have – after all, I am a medic; I know which injuries are the worst.
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We arrived at the hospital close to 10:00, but did not get to see him 
unti l 19:00. We received updates every few hours, reporting that the 
surgery was going as planned. I recall thinking that it was a strange 
way to form the statement. What exactly about this day was planned? 
At 19:00, when we finally got to see him, I encountered an image that 
wil l  never leave me as long as I l ive. Shai,  my love, my best fr iend, 
was unconscious. He looked l ike a stranger, different and l i feless. 
He almost died that day. 
He l ived, but something died forever. 
Life is not a movie. No one wakes up from an injury as if nothing has 
happened. There is a consequence that is physical ,  mental ,  social . 
The waking out of the coma is the happy ending. There was so much 
to learn, so much. But I was happy, I sti l l  am, because he survived. I 
wish I could forget those days. But it is not all bad. 
Amy Stacy Cur tis writes in her book Women, Trauma and Visual 
Expression, on the way our experiences feed our future responses. The 
moment of chaos does not have to be the end, it could be the moment 
when we star t something new. (Cur tis 2005) The traumatic events 
encouraged me to develop different coping and defense mechanisms 
that I have learned to use to my advantage. I am stronger than I was 
before. I became much more resil ient at the age of 21.   
The idolization of the dead soldier is an important aspect of Israeli 
culture. It lubricates the political machine and wipes away the people’s 
fear of death, fuels the motivation to par ticipate in the collective 
effor t of defending the land. 
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I  f l i r ted with the Israeli grief. I f  Shai would have died, I  would have 
been one of the hundred thousands individuals that were affected 
by the confl ict on a very personal level. In many ways, I  dodged a 
bullet. But did I? In the Israeli ethos, there is a great focus placed on 
the dead soldier. The injured soldier has a different place in the culture. 
Those who die are heroes. For most of Israeli history, the injured have 
been pushed to the margins of the society—they had, and stil l have 
to, fight for their rights and exist in the shadow of their dead band of 
brothers. Disabled people are not graves; they live amongst us. They 
were injured and now they reflect all that is wrong with the system; 
they survived and now they are daily reminders of al l  that is false 
with the local reality.
In our many conversations since Shai ’s injury, we contemplated l i fe 
and what it means to be alive. I used to think the worst thing that can 
happen is to die; I learned that it is not, at least not for the injured. Our 
death is the worst thing that can happen to those we love, whereas 
for the loved individual, it is a release out of having to deal with life with 
disability and struggle. The physical injuries often come with emotional 
and mental struggles—there is change that one needs to embrace. It 
is a process that takes endless amounts of mental strength. 
Being the companion of someone in such a complicated situation is 
confusing and scary, as well as proud and empowering. Many times, it 
felt lonely and isolating. At a young age, I had to deal with complicated 
situations that I was not equipped for. These experiences made me 
resilient and formed the adult who I have become. 
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M Y  N A M E  I S  N E T A 
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I  was born in Israel in 1983 to Argentinian immigrants, moved to 
Argentina on the other side of the world and back to Israel again— 
all by the time I was six years old. Life in Argentina was vastly different 
from l ife in Israel; i t  insti l led in me the magic of a large city, an 
independence, and a relative sense of safety. We lived amongst the 
Jewish community, where my parents grew up, with my grandparents, 
family, and fr iends around us. From this t ime, I have only good 
memories. When I was six years old, my parents decided to give life 
in Israel a second chance. So we moved to a kibbutz, adjacent to Gaza, 
founded by a community of Argentinian immigrants in the 1950s. 
Life in the kibbutz taught me a great deal about social dynamics. The 
nature of l i fe in a kibbutz is that the community is more important 
than the individual. Or at least that is the fundamental ideology. It was 
challenging, because one that did not f it ,  l ike me, felt removed and 
isolated. Our entire life revolved around the community, but I did not 
feel connected to the individuals within it .  Although we moved to
a community that was dominated by an Argentinian population, I 
struggled with language and a sense of belonging. Suddenly, I  was 
neither an Argentinian nor an Israeli. Although language was an obstacle 
for a long time, I still remembered the initial feeling of being new and 
unwelcomed. This feeling never went away. To this day, the kibbutz 
does not feel like home.  
Israel, in general, exposed me to personal trauma and tough realities 
that confront one with questions of mortal ity and fear. Life in Israel 
significantly differs from any other place I have been. We Israelis lose 
our naiveté at a young age. I think of this as a cultural phenomenon, 
although this is not exclusive to Israel. 
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During the time I was born, there was a saying that my generation will 
not have to join the army because peace wil l  already have come. 
There was a real feeling of optimism. By the time my second brother 
was born, ten years younger than me, the conversation was about 
what kind of soldier he would be. Today, I have two brothers and a 
sister, al l  of whom have completed their army service. It  is hard to 
understand what this does to one’s personal identity; it is even harder 
to explain to an outsider.  
When I was 16 years old I received my first cal l  for the mil i tary 
examinations. I  was 16 years old, and already worried about what 
I would have to do when I graduated from high school—not college 
or travels, but become a soldier. Enrolling in the military is not a choice 
in Israel, it is mandated by the law. “What will you do in the military?” is 
a common conversation topic. The constant chatter that comes from the 
media and the government about security and danger serves to motivate 
people to be a part of the collective effort of defending the state. As 
Irit Rogoff writes in her essay Daughter of Sunshine: Diasporic Impulses 
and Gendered Identities, the Israeli identity is constructed by daily l ife 
in a conflict zone. The tough daily reality forces all citizens to be active 
participants in the national effort (Rogoff). Knowing from a young age 
that in the future one will have to take an active part in the national 
effort affects the way in which identity is formed. Today, I have no doubt 
and questioning in me anymore—looking at the reality from afar, with 
the advantage of physical and emotional distance, I can acknowledge 
how diff icult and tough l i fe in Israel really was. The challenges and 
experiences that the Israeli version of normalcy presented over the 
years made me a worried, control-addicted individual. 
The community-oriented lifestyle of the kibbutz led me to seek ways 
to express my individuality and sparked a need to understand myself; 
ar t was the path I chose.
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I realize now, from the physical distance of an adulthood in the United 
States of America pursuing my academic goals, that art making, working 
with my hands, has always been an activity that I  turned to when 
seeking comfort and an outlet for stress. Making helped me cope with 
the reality of Israel, and provided an escape from life in the kibbutz 
and my unease with its social dynamic.  
Being the new kid was difficult. The kibbutz is a small community in 
which you share almost all hours of the day with the people within it— 
I went to school with the same people that I spent the afternoon hours 
with, which were the same people I spent my entire summers with. This 
could have been an amazing environment if these people were my 
people, but they were not. I was constantly bullied. I felt different in 
many ways and I am still not sure that I know what makes one a target 
for bullying, but I was, and that made my l i fe very diff icult .  I  felt 
suffocated in the kibbutz, so I reclaimed my identity within the community 
by engaging in activities that did not require me to lose my identity, 
and those were rare.     
The expectation to contribute to the national effort and the kibbutz’s 
community caused a dissonance in my personal identity and created 
an inner struggle that made me feel l ike an outsider. I  wanted to 
contribute and help the national effort, but the sacrifice was great. I 
also wanted to bail on my responsibilities, but that sacrifice was too 
great as well. Participating in the Israeli collective effort provided me 
with an in to the adult Israeli society. Those who do not enroll in military 
service pay a high social price. They struggle to relate to the people 
around; the military culture is such a powerful aspect of being an 
Israeli that skipping the experience will make one an outsider forever, 
without redemption. But participation in the national effort has a price 
of its own. Being part of such a monumental system did not always 
align with my personal perspective about life and my Israeli identity. 
But there was no time to stop and think about that. I was too invested 
in being a part. 
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M Y  F I R S T  W A R
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It was the winter of 1991. My father decided to volunteer to serve in 
the Israeli army, although he was old enough that the Israeli law did 
not require him to serve in the military. He believed that the military 
experience would make him feel a stronger connection to Israeli 
culture, so even though he was in his thir ties and had two young 
children at home, he enrolled. My brother was barely two months 
old when the first Gulf War star ted. The three of us were alone at 
home—my mom, my baby brother, and I. The threat of a chemical 
attack was constantly floating over our heads, so every time the 
alarm went off (at least once a day) we had to lock ourselves in a 
hermetically sealed room and put on gas masks. The first time the 
alarm went off, my mother panicked and forgot to remove the seal 
from the breathing filter.        
As if the war was not enough, the 1990s in Israel were fi l led with 
violence and terror attacks. Bombs went off every other day and 
life felt fragile. Mortality was enhanced. This was a heavy load 
for a young child. With ar t, I created a world for myself in which I 
had control and freedom to decide how things unfolded. Making 
became a soothing activity; it was an escape from stress and fear, 
but also a place where I could understand myself and be in tune 
with my own feelings, desires, and aspirations. I can recall when I 
was 7 or 8 years old spending hours sewing. I had a small pink and 
purple sewing machine. I was a bit frustrated with it because I knew 
it was not the real deal l ike grandpa had, but I sti l l spent hours with 
it. I made for my dolls the outfits I desired for myself.
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M I L I T A R Y
17
Trauma has many ways to show its ugly, uncomfor ting face. It has 
the power to be associated with sound, smell, and motion. It brings 
memories to the surface when they are least convenient, and it 
demands attention. I don’t want to deal with it, but it ’s there and it 
wants my attention. Those who have never experienced l i fe in a 
confl ict zone are often so far removed from the experience that they 
can’t understand that it comes with a heavy load. Sometimes it goes 
undetected even by us Israelis—it is such a major part of our reality 
that we do not see it as a problem.   
I was a medic in the Israeli military. I enrolled in July of 2002 and by 
the end of September 2002 I was placed in a cl inic, in charge of 
people’s life and health. I was 19 years old. The base I served in was 
relatively small, containing about 400 soldiers, the majority of whom 
were female. The work was mostly relaxed and routine: vaccinations, 
doctor’s appointments, and follow-ups to make sure the community 
was staying healthy. Every night, one of us had to be on-call. If you 
were on call, you received a cellular phone that had only one ringtone. 
It was and remains the most alarming sound I’ve ever heard. I l ived 
with another medic my entire service, which meant that that sound 
was a part of my life soundtrack for many sleepless nights, even when 
I was not on call . I remember clearly the physical feeling when the 
phone rang. I could feel my heart pounding and an overwhelming 
wave of anxiety taking over my entire existence. It was incredibly 
stressful to know that I had to get out of bed as fast as I could so I 
could attend to a person needing medical attention.
Military service was one of the most emotionally disabling experiences 
I’ve been through. The nature of military service is that you give up on 
your personal identity for the greater good—serving the homeland. 
During the service, I  rarely made ar t .  I t  was as if I  forgot the effect 
that making had on me. 
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Blackbird singing in the dead of night
Take your broken wings and learn to f ly 
All  your l i fe 
You were only wait ing for this moment to arise
Blackbird singing in the dead of night
Take the sunken eyes and learn to see 
All your l i fe 
You were only wait ing for this moment to be free
Blackbird f ly, blackbird f ly
Into the l ight of the dark black night
Blackbird f ly, blackbird f ly
Into the night of the dark black night
Blackbird singing in the dead of night
take these broken wings and learn to f ly
al l  your l i fe 
you were only wait ing for this moment to arise 
 
B L A C K B I R D  |  J O H N  L E N N O N  A N D  P A U L  M c C A R T N E Y 
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A R T  A S  C O P I N G  M E C H A N I S M
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In the attempt to understand what motivates me and characterizes my 
making I went on a search for individuals who use art in a similar way 
to myself.  I  was asking myself what about their work was inspiring. 
What about the final product did I find intriguing? I realize now that I 
am drawn to artwork that is the product of using art as a coping tool. 
My need to make is simple—it is the only tool I know that helps me 
feel whole and sane, and it is important for my mental well-being. In 
the studio, I can find peace. My studio space is where time becomes 
insignificant. I am able to isolate myself from the rest of the world and 
truly focus on my physical and mental state. I am able to contemplate 
without feeling overwhelmed. 
But, before I shift to introducing my work, my methods, and the way in 
which it embodies my mental experience in the studio, I would like to 
introduce you to some of the artists who inspired me in this process 
and influenced the way in which I understand my process in the studio. 
Although I have a different background than some of these individuals, 
I feel a strong connection to the way in which we approach our making, 
and to the way we use art as a coping tool.       
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L I V I N G  T H R O U G H  G R I E F  
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Taya Doro Mitchell started decorating her house in Oakland, California 
af ter it  suffered from ear thquake damage in 1989. The walls in her 
house had cracked and became an aesthetic sore. Instead of patching 
the damaged walls, she took small buttons and packed the cracks in 
the walls, highlighting their beauty and embracing their existence. She 
embraced the journey of the building and made it part of her story. 
Years later, when her husband became ill with Alzheimer’s disease, she 
spent many hours at home caring for him. She slowly started collecting 
more buttons and other found objects and started creating patterns 
on the walls. She eventually turned the entire house into a decorated 
and lavish space, filled with repetitive patterns. When Mitchell is asked 
about the motivation behind her project she simply replies:  
There is an unmistakable intensity of both detai l  and emotion in 
Mitchell ’s work. She shares that, toward the end of his lucidity, her 
husband told her “you really made this beautiful”. It is clear from her 
words that the process of making was a tool with which to cope and 
remain productive and occupied; within the limitations that life events 
presented her with, she chose to remain creative. I wonder what the 
domestic environment would have been l ike if she had not been 
occupied and able to express herself. Would her husband have noticed 
the change in the environment, and appreciated it? 
“  I don’ t  th ink I  ever made the conscious decis ion to do a l l  th is ,  but  at  a cer tain point I  needed to do something while I could watch him at the same 
t ime.  .  .  .  I t  helped me work through those years of  h is  having Alzheimer ’s 
and suffer ing, actual ly.  Whenever anyone asks me why I ’m making ar t ,  I  say, 
I  want  to s tay sane!  .  .  .  I  would s i t  there and move my hands!  Just  move 
my hands s i t t ing at  the table ,  ro l l ing th ings up,  s tapl ing them  
together,  paint ing” . Wojcik ,  (K indle Locat ion 3719)
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Shlomit Siboni is a bereaved Israeli mother who lost her son to an 
accident in the Israeli mil i tary. I  clearly recall the day of that tragic 
disaster. I t  happened in the middle of a cold February night in the 
year 1997. Two aircraf t with a total of 73 combat soldiers and crew 
were on their way to Lebanon. In the morning, we woke to the 
horrifying news: 73 soldiers died last night. Seventy-three. 73 families 
whose l ives were destroyed forever, with no hope for restoration. I 
was in middle school at the time. Assaf, Siboni’s son, was an alumnus 
from our school. This event forever altered my distance from grief. 
I t  felt dangerous, painful ,  sad, and confusing. In an odd way, I  was 
par t of the national grief, but distanced enough that I  could sti l l 
forget about it .  I  had the privi lege to continue with my l i fe. 
A few years later, when I was looking for new ar t forms to engage 
in, I stumbled upon Siboni’s work in the community ar t center in my 
county. It  was clear to me then, as it is now, that she was using the 
act of making as a coping mechanism. I walked through a hallway and 
saw a large canvas painted red with a helicopter swirling downwards. 
There was not much more information than that, but it  was enough 
for me to stop and stare at the painting. I  knew what the piece was 
about. I  could imagine who made it but I was not sure, so I asked. I 
never had the courage to approach her directly. I  was young and I 
was not sure there was anything I could say that would not invade 
her privacy. The work was loaded with emotions that one could almost 
touch. It was moving to look at the work and see it as a vessel for pain.  
25
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P R O C E S S I N G  L I F E - L O N G  T R A U M A 
27
Lonnie Holley is a self-taught artist who uses his work as a processing 
outlet for his difficult life experiences. Holley’s personal story can be 
found on the Souls Grown Deep website (Holley), which is a non-profit 
dedicated to promoting self-taught African-American ar tists. On his 
personal page on the organization’s website, Holley shares with great 
openness his story about growing up in the South in the 1950’s and the 
toll it took on his life. He tells the story of how his mother sold him for 
a pint of whisky, about his adoptive mother, “big mama”, and life after 
her death with his abusive adoptive father. Holley’s work is provoking 
and expressive; it demands the viewer to be open and engaged. He 
uses ar t as a secondary language with which he can express his 
experiences in a way that makes him feel comfortable with sharing 
his story, but also makes the story accessible—“When I took my pain 
to art, I knew that it was alright because other people would learn from 
it. I’m giving it to them in a digestible form” (Outsider Art: Visionary 
Worlds and Trauma 2016).  Holley started his journey with art in his late 
20’s by carving sandstone sculptures which resembled totems. 
Eventually, he discovered found materials to be the most expressive. 
Today, Holley, who is in his late sixties, is also performing his innovative 
music combined with his own poems and ballads. For his piece Vox 
Humana II: Information and Instructions (Music Is Still Strong After Being 
Torn to Pieces), 2014 (will insert an image of the piece), Holley took an 
organ and other musical objects and destroyed them. The fragments 
are displayed on the floor, in a corner of a room in a gallery. By 
looking through the broken parts, one can identify what the objects 
used to be, and imagine how they looked and functioned. Perhaps 
one could even imagine the music that those pieces used to generate. 
It is a touching and powerfully presented piece. The energy of the 
destruction of the instruments can be experienced through the bits and 
pieces of the objects. The parts are piled on top of each other, forming 
a haphazard-looking composition reminiscent of an extremely violent 
and emotional moment. The subtitle of the piece Music Is Still Strong 
After Being Torn to Pieces brings me to a moment of wishful thinking, 
nostalgia, and regret. It brings the piece to life and activates it. 
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T H E  L O V E  O F  M A K I N G 
29
As I was growing up, making objects felt l ike a superpower. It was, 
and stil l is, enchanting to take an idea and transform it to an existing, 
tangible thing. I grew up in a family that encouraged self-sufficiency 
and creativity. As a young kid in Argentina, I spent many hours with 
my grandfather at his tailor shop. I remember that he never treated 
me like the other adults treated me. He trusted me and talked to me 
as one does to an adult. I recall siting on the counter at his store 
front with a box fil led with buttons, a scrap of fabric from one of 
the many suits he craf ted, and a threaded needle. I was probably 
about 4 years old and I was stitching buttons, trying to get them all 
aligned perfectly. My mother taught me how to knit when I was a 
teenager, and in high school I learned how to sew as a student in 
the fashion design department. For many years, I wore only clothing 
that had been altered to become my own new creations—this 
was my thing. It helped me distinguish myself from the rest of the 
people around me and made me feel unique. I was raised with the 
mentality that I could become and do whatever I wanted in my 
life. We had a saying at home that Dreams Are Meant to Become 
Realized and it was not just a mantra, it was a way of l iving. 
Af ter Shai’s injury, I needed to find a place where I could find peace 
and invest time in myself, so I turned to ar t, the familiar system 
that always worked—making with my hands to get out of my head, 
to feel confident and empowered. I was lucky to discover metal 
and fall in love with it. Right from the beginning I was struck by my 
ability to control the material despite its rigidity. Working with metal 
and making jewelry became my refuge during those early years of 
adjustment to our new life.  
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Through the making I create a space where I have control over my 
reality—what happens during making is a choice, even when I choose 
to let go. It is important to me to be able to enjoy the process of making 
the work; I long for it to be soothing and satisfying, and so the outcome 
becomes the product of that process. 
Over the years of my academic training, I experienced working with 
dif ferent techniques and metals and learned to appreciate the 
characteristics, advantages and limitations of each one of them. Most 
recently, I  have been working with wax and metal through a f luid 
process of casting and wax working—going back and forth between 
the two. The wax allows me to be tender and careful. It is soft and 
responds to my body temperature and the movement of my hands. 
It holds the imprint of my fingerprints and embraces the impression 
of my body. The physical characteristics of the wax allow me to be 
contemplative and explorative without having to worry about time 
and material l imitations. If  something does not work, I  can simply 
star t over. I  work with wax on days that I  need to f ind peace and 
internal calm. The work with the wax is silent and meditative. I do not 
have to worry about getting it right, controlling a material, or even 
planning my steps; it is an intuitive process that I evaluate at the end. 
Only then do I examine the results. 
Interestingly, metal has some overlapping characteristics with wax— 
it responds to body temperature and provides a personal experience 
when one comes into contact with it. Its elasticity can be challenged, 
and just like wax and it can be manipulated and formed. 
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Over the years, I have learned control over the medium of metal, and 
that is a great source of confidence for me. The skills I have gained 
with the materials and the processes allow me to test restrictions and 
attempt to push it past their limitations. Pushing over the limits of a 
technique or a material’s properties has helped me develop a new 
way of thinking about my process of working in my studio. I have 
learned to challenge and question every step of my making and use 
the process to embody my personal experience in the making, and in 
life in general.
 
So, what is it that I do?
I start with wax. I form and stretch pieces of it to thin, uneven forms 
that carry the impression of my body. Through the stretching I 
achieve an uneven surface. In the spots where it is overstretched, 
the wax becomes transparent, while in other areas, where it is 
thicker, the material has a stronger physical presence. After I am 
done manipulating the wax, I move forward to the lost wax casting. 
Through this process, I am transforming the wax into metal. The metal 
pieces that result from the process are then treated as raw material. 
Raw material in the jewelry field is traditionally smooth and even 
sheets, rods, tubes, and wire. The smooth, even surface of the metal 
allows the work process to be more predictable and, as a result, the 
outcome can be anticipated. When I work with the material I produce, 
the unrefined surface makes the process less predictable and as a 
result the potential outcomes are varied. What happens to the uneven 
surface when it is stretched and manipulated? Will it become even? 
Will it hold its structure and remain whole? 
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There are many events which affected my life in irreversible ways; not 
all of them were controlled or orchestrated. I wanted to be able to 
give physical expression to this experience of lack of control. How does 
one do something by chance without controlling and orchestrating 
it? It had to be a happy accident. I needed to be patient and allow 
the moment to happen. For a while, I was trying to find ways in which 
I could produce work without controlling each step of the way, but 
I was struggling to achieve that goal. My knowledge of the material 
and process stood in the way of me reaching that point; I also had a 
hard time letting go and ceasing to control the process entirely. Then, 
without planning, I was faced with challenging results. The metal was 
breaking as I was working it because of the uneven surface. I was 
suddenly faced with a dilemma: are unanticipated results a reflection 
of failure? Or perhaps, can that moment of the less anticipated part 
of the process become a part of my practice? I almost missed it. My 
desire for control almost obscured the potential of that moment. 
Through the process of making, I also had to learn when to stop. When 
is a piece done? What dictates the level of finish I apply to a piece? 
I was facing a challenge I had never faced before. Prior to this 
practice, I  adhered to the tradit ional standards of the jewelry f ield 
regarding process and finish. My pieces always went through the 
proper procedure from filing through patination, but now, this was not 
the right choice. I was challenged to question every step and truly 
examine if that step was going to serve the piece or, possibly, just 
satisfy my wish for control. This questioning forced me to slow down 
and embrace the energy that was coming through the textures which 
I had previously perceived as imperfections. I started embracing chaos.
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Over time, I have noticed that the state in which I approach my bench 
significantly affects the results. I have noticed a pattern. On days that I 
am feeling vulnerable, I have the tendency to look for order and borders. 
At these times I am yearning for control. The pieces I make under that 
influence are characterized by smoother, less textured surfaces; straight 
lines and right angles. By contrast, on days that I feel internal emotional 
strength, I tend to accept the uneven, textured surface and embrace it. 
However, there is one more thing that happens on my bench quite 
often—repetition. It manifests itself in every mood and reflects another 
aspect of my personality. The repetit ion of an action over and over 
again is calming. The action of making becomes intuitive and requires 
only minor attention, al lowing me to focus on my thoughts and use 
the making as a therapeutic process. This tendency is strongly evident 
in the chains I make. The linkage system allows me to repeat an action 
over and over without the need to have a reason for my actions; the 
structure accepts the reoccurrence. 
My work is significant because of what the process of making it does 
to my mental state. I am drawn to my workspace because when I sit 
by my bench, all troubles are forgotten. The making process is a shield 
that protects and strengthens me. That experience informs the outcome 
and it results in pieces that are emotionally charged. I wonder, what 
does the wearing of my work do to another individual? Can my mental 
experience while I making these pieces be felt through the wearing?
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C O N C L U S I O N
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In the last two years, I have learned to trust my work process. I have 
developed confidence in my ability to make jewelry for as long as I 
wish. I used to worry that I might run out of ideas. I did not know where 
to look within me to f ind the answers or even the right question to 
guide the thinking process, but now I know. I know where to look, 
and how; I have done it many times during the last two years. I faced 
many moments of uncertainty and discomfort with my work, and doubted 
the path I was taking. I also learned to question every step, with the 
intention to make every mark on the piece meaningful and illuminating.
I learned to approach my bench with an open mind; I accept now, 
that part of my creative process involves unknowns, what I like to call 
mental fog. I learned not to get scared when I feel stuck. Instead of 
lett ing fear and doubt dictate the rhythm of my practice, I  turn to 
curiosity. I do not know what I will do next, but I am not worried. I 
know where to star t to find the crack to let the light come through.
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